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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

1.1 My full name is Donald Featherston Macfarlane.  My experience and 

qualifications are set out in my evidence in chief dated 13 February 2015. 

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree 

to comply with it.  I confirm that I have considered all the material facts 

that I am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I 

express, and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except 

where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the statements and 

statements of evidence filed by the following submitters on 20 February 

2015: 

 

(a) #80 - Otto Snoep; 

 

(b) #162 - Simon Kingham; 

 

(c) #289/1097 – Ian Conner and Ruth Woodley; 

 

(d) #594 - Roland Logan and Sharon Ng: 

(i) David Bell; and 

 

(e) #1058 and #1059 - Taylors Mistake Association Incorporated 

and Taylors Mistake Association Land Company Limited: 

(i) Brent Gilpin. 

 

3. SUBMISSION 80 – OTTO SNOEP, 233 Taylors Mistake Road 

 

3.1 I have previously commented on this submission in my evidence in chief 

(paragraphs 7.6 to 7.9 and Attachment 3).  
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(a) I agree with the conclusion of Mr Snoep and with the suggested 

relief, both set out on page 5.  That relief is set out in Attachment 1 

to my rebuttal evidence. 

 

3.2 The line I show in Attachment 1 differs slightly from that on the plan 

submitted by Mr Snoep.  The difference is because to the north of 

Mr Snoep’s property the line I suggest follows the base of the rock cliff 

rather than the property boundaries. 

 

4. SUBMISSION 162 – SIMON KINGHAM, 101E Bowenvale Avenue 

 

4.1 In response to Mr Kingham's statement titled "Additional Information", I 

have taken another close look at the aerial photos and topography (1m 

contours) at and upslope from this property and adjacent properties and 

had the slope re-inspected by an engineering geologist with extensive 

experience in the Port Hills.  As shown on the attached map 

(Attachment 2) there is clear geomorphic evidence of a rock source 

above the adjacent property (101A Bowenvale Avenue) to the north.  The 

field inspection did show that this is not as extensive as implied by the 

areas of “rock at or near surface” on Attachment 2 but identified that there 

is an additional area of potential rock fall source rock as shown by 

Attachment 2A.  In addition, several boulders fell onto the adjacent 

property to the south (119 Bowenvale Avenue), and were mapped by Port 

Hills Geotechnical Group (PHGG) after the earthquakes.  

 

4.2 This confirms to me that there are rockfall hazard sources in the 

immediate area of the property at 101E Bowenvale Avenue which 

occupies a narrow (about 20m wide) strip between numbers 101A and 

119 Bowenvale Avenue.  

 

4.3 I dispute Mr Kingham’s assertion (his second bullet point) that I chose to 

reject the Geovert modelling and the Eliot Sinclair report.  In my evidence 

in chief, at paragraph 7.12, I clearly stated that both had indicated that 

rocks falling from sources upslope of the property would be expected to 

roll into the gully to the south, rather than downslope across the property, 

and I acknowledged that this is what happened as a result of the 

earthquakes. 
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4.4 In my view it is important to appreciate that the Geovert three dimensional 

(3D) rockfall model is only an indication of likely boulder roll paths from 

the sources modelled, it is not a guarantee.  It does confirm that the 

topography will strongly influence the roll path but it does not necessarily 

show how far downslope boulders will travel.  I note that in his evidence, 

Dr Massey commented (at paragraphs 6.11 and 6.12) that in parts of the 

Port Hills the 3D model significantly under-predicted the runout distance 

of boulders (when compared with mapped boulder positions). 

 

4.5 Consequently, while I agree that it is most likely that any rocks rolling 

downslope from the identified sources would miss the lower part of the 

property due to the shape of the topography, I cannot be absolutely 

certain that roll paths showing the boulders stopping upslope from the 

lower part of the property are reliable.  Hence I consider it appropriate to 

retain the rockfall hazard management zones RHMA1 and RHMA2 as 

proposed in the pRDP. 

 

5. SUBMISSION 289/1097 – IAN CONNOR AND RUTH WOODLEY, 8 Balmoral 

Lane 

 

5.1 In their additional submission, the submitters contend that the process 

used in zoning their property misapplied the risk model to assess a 1 x 

10-4 probability of potential cliff collapse which was then used to set the 

Cliff Hazard Management Area 2 (CHMA2) boundary on the property.  

The submitter has requested that the CHMA2 boundary be moved to the 

existing fence at the top of the cliff. 

 

5.2 The original GNS life risk model1 for cliff collapse did not include the 

property at number 8 Balmoral Lane.  As the site and the cliff face below 

had been inspected by the PHGG following each of the main earthquake 

aftershocks in 2011, I believe that this was because the cliff was at that 

time judged not to meet the criteria stated in GNS Science report 

CR2012/124.2   

 
                                                   
1
  GNS report CR2012/57 Redcliffs map (in Appendix D) and GNS report CR2012/124, Map A11b in Appendix B. 

2
  GNS Science report CR 2012/124 (page vi and page 10) states that the cliff collapse models were restricted to 

coastal or relict coastal cliffs formed in rock and greater than 10m high. 
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5.3 In late 2012, PHGG recognised and advised GNS that that there was an 

inconsistency in the way the model had been applied in this area.  The 

property at 8 Balmoral Lane was included on risk maps published after 

the CERA review of the risk maps in October-November 2013, which is 

described (paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2) by Dr Massey in his evidence in chief. 

 

5.4 GNS Science report CR2012/57 (page 49) notes that three factors 

appear to have determined whether or not a slope failed during the 

Canterbury earthquakes: the geology of the slope; the height of the slope 

and the angle of the slope. 

 

5.5 The cliff below 8 Balmoral Lane is a man-modified cliff, approximately 

12m high, near-vertical and composed of basalt lava overlying pyroclastic 

breccia.  No cracking in the cliff top is recorded in the City Council 

database and very little rock fell from this cliff as a result of the 

earthquakes.  However, the rock mass was damaged to the extent that 

scaling was undertaken to remove loose rock in late 2012. 

 

5.6 GNS Science report CR2012/57 states (page 81) that the width of the cliff 

top recession line (event line) is a worst case scenario and does not 

mean that the entire area between the event line and the cliff edge would 

fail in a future event, and also that (for each site) the "width of each 

earthquake-event zone is equal to the maximum cliff top recession 

recorded during the 2010/2011 Canterbury earthquakes".  

 

5.7 GNS further comment that, as a rule of thumb, the width (in metres) of the 

life-risk zone plus one earthquake event line approximates to about one 

third of the cliff height.  For 8 Balmoral Lane, this would represent a 

maximum of 4m behind the cliff edge based only on the earthquake event 

line (accepting zero cliff top recession due to the earthquakes). 

 

5.8 The existing fence is stated to be approximately 1.5m from the cliff top 

(Submission 289, page 3, 13 September 2014).  

 

5.9 On the basis of the above points, I believe that the CHMA2 boundary on 

this property should be approximately 4m behind the edge of the cliff.  I 

believe that this is consistent with Dr Chris Massey’s rebuttal evidence at 
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paragraph 4.25 where he states “the risk is still equal to or greater than 

10-4/yr within a zone 3-4 m wide from the cliff edge” 

 

5.10 I note that in his evidence, Mr David Bell (paragraphs 43 and 44 of his 

evidence filed on 24 February 2015) has disputed the CHMA zoning for 

this property but has recommended the installation of 3.6m long rock 

bolts to ensure the stability of the rock face. 

 

6. SUBMISSION 594 – ROLAND LOGAN AND SHARON NG 

 

6.1 In Mr Logan’s statement of evidence he says (paragraph 10) that I stated 

in a meeting with Hammerton Lane residents in 2011 that Christchurch 

City Council would be carrying out area wide mitigation for the area.  My 

recollection is that I stated that in my opinion this area would be suitable 

for area wide mitigation, not that Council intended to undertake such 

mitigation.  

 

6.2 As indicated by Mr Logan at paragraphs 25 to 27, area wide mitigation for 

the Hammerton Lane area has recently been proposed and Christchurch 

City Council funding has been sought by the landowners.  I confirm that I 

have supported this in principle.  

 

6.3 I note that Mr Bell (paragraph 40 of his evidence filed on 24 February 

2015) also supports area wide mitigation above Hammerton Lane.  

 

6.4 I have not yet seen a detailed design proposal so I cannot at this time say 

that I fully support the proposed works.  I would expect the detailed 

design to optimise the location, height and strength of the barrier that has 

been discussed. 

 

7. SUBMISSIONS 1058 AND 1059 – TAYLORS MISTAKE ASSOCIATION 

INCORPORATED AND TAYLORS MISTAKE ASSOCIATION LAND COMPANY 

LIMITED - DR BRENT GILPIN'S STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE  

 

7.1 The statement of evidence by Dr Brent Gilpin on behalf of Taylors 

Mistake Association Incorporated (#1058) and Taylors Mistake 

Association Land Company Limited (#1059) requests that all the baches 
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at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay (except baches 62-68) and Boulder 

Bay, and the Land Company’s land, be recognised by exclusion from all 

hazards in the pRDP’s Slope Hazards Areas/Zonings (see paragraph 71).  

 

7.2 The evidence alternatively requests, among other things outside my 

expertise, that: 

 

(a) the planning maps be amended to show baches 30, 31 and 32 at 

Taylors Mistake and baches 1 and 10 at Boulder Bay classified as 

Rockfall Hazard Management Area 2 (paragraph 72.3);  

 

(b) the planning maps be amended to show baches 39-41, as being 

outside any Hazard Zones (paragraph 72.4);  and  

 

(c) The Land Company’s land (Lot 3 DP 59234 (1.6820 ha), Baches 

2, 4, 8, 9 (at Boulder Bay) and baches 33-38 at Taylors Mistake 

be outside any Hazard Zone (paragraph 72.5).  

 

7.3 After considering Dr Gilpin's evidence and for the reasons set out below: 

 

(a) I concur with including baches 30, 31 and 32 at Taylors Mistake 

and baches 1 and 10 at Boulder Bay within Rockfall Hazard 

Management Area 2; 

 

(b) I do not concur with amending the planning maps to show baches 

39-41, as being outside any Hazard Management Area; and 

 

(c) I do not agree that the Land Company’s land (Lot 3 DP 59234 

(1.6820 ha) and baches 33-38 at Taylors Mistake should be 

outside any Hazard Management Area.  

 

7.4 The pRDP shows that approximately half of the Land Company’s land is 

considered to be a Rockfall Hazard Management Area for the reasons set 

out below.  

 

7.5 On 13 November 2014, at my request, the extent of the RHMA was 

inspected by an engineering geologist with extensive post-earthquake 
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experience in the Port Hills, and boulders on the ground surface were 

mapped.  The mapping showed that: 

 

(a) a small number of earthquake-induced and older boulders are 

scattered across the area designated for relocation of baches; 

 

(b) these boulders are not restricted to the part of the area indicated 

to be a Rockfall Hazard Management Area; and 

 

(c) there are four unstable areas of outcrop above the designated 

area that have the potential to release further boulders that could 

impact relocated baches. 

 

7.6 I recommend that this area remain designated as RHMA2 and that the 

unstable outcrops be remediated prior to relocating baches into the 

designated area. 

 

7.7 A small number of rocks fell from the slopes above baches 33 to 41 and 

reached the flat land behind the baches, with one boulder impacting bach 

37 causing minor damage.  There is evidence of older (weathered, lichen 

covered) boulders having reached this area in the past.  Hence I believe 

that it is appropriate to include baches 33 to 41 in RHMA2. 

 

7.8 Baches 2, 4, 8 and 9 at Boulder Bay are all exposed to cliff collapse or 

rockfall hazards as follows: 

 

(a) Bach 2 – Boulders have fallen within 10m of the bach including 

two immediately to the west that went past the dwelling.  Marginal 

protection is provided by mature trees.  Rockfall modelling (see 

Attachment 3) shows that most rocks originating from the slope 

above the bach will reach or pass the dwelling.  If they hit the 

building, the impact energy will be substantial and potentially 

enough to cause risk to life if the bach is occupied at the time. 

 

(b) Bach 4 – the small cliff immediately behind the bach has loose 

and dilated rock; rockfall could hit the bach. 
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(c) Baches 8 and 9 – the small cliff behind these baches may shed 

isolated boulders.  I do not consider there to be a cliff collapse 

hazard but both locations are subject to hazard from rockfall.   

 

7.9 I accept that the effects at baches 4, 8 and 9 are not as serious as those at 

bach 2, and that the life risk at these sites is probably less than suggested 

by the GNS risk models for cliff collapse, particularly if the low occupancy 

is considered. However, without a policy decision on the issue of low 

occupancy, I cannot recommend that these three baches be removed from 

CHMA2. 

 

7.10 I believe that the rockfall modelling (Attachment 3) has confirmed that there 

is a real hazard at bach 2 and that this bach should be entirely within 

CHMA2. 

 

 

 

Donald Featherston Macfarlane 

27 February 2015 

 



Attachment 1 

 

Submission #80 – Snoep, 233 Taylors Mistake Road 

 

Suggested modification of liquefaction zone boundary, Map 53 

 

 

 

 

Suggested revised boundary 



Attachment 2 – Rockfall Hazard Management Areas, Bowenvale



Attachment 2A 

Approximate area of scattered outcrop and boulders observed on slope above 101A Bowenvale Av 

 

 

Area with discontinuous 

outcrop and boulders 

(approximate) 

101A 



Attachment 3 - Bach2 Boulder Bay – RocFall Modelling 

Model Section Locations



Rockfall Modelling

2 Boulder Bay

Section 1: 1m3 boulder

Modelled by S. Barnard 2/2/15

Total Kinetic Energy (kJ) Bounce Height (m)

Max 95% Max 95%
360 227 1.2 0.4

Slope Surface

Material Distance

Rock 0-16m

Loess Colluvium 16-31m

Talus 31-end

Approx. location of 2 Boulder Bay

Distance (m)

E
le

v
a

ti
o

n
 (

m
)

At rear of dwelling:



Rockfall Modelling

2 Boulder Bay

Section 1: 0.5m3 boulder

Modelled by S. Barnard 4/2/15

Total Kinetic Energy (kJ) Bounce Height (m)

Max 95% Max 95%
172 113 1.5 0.5

Slope Surface

Material Distance

Rock 0-16m

Loess Colluvium 16-31m

Talus 31-end

Approx. location of 2 Boulder Bay

Distance (m)

E
le

v
a

ti
o

n
 (

m
)

At rear of dwelling:



Rockfall Modelling

2 Boulder Bay

Section 2: 1m3 boulder

Modelled by S. Barnard 2/2/15

Total Kinetic Energy (kJ) Bounce Height (m)

Max 95% Max 95%
326 209 2 1.2

Slope Surface

Material Distance

Rock 0-14m

Loess Colluvium 14-52m

Talus 52-end

Approx. location of 2 Boulder Bay

Distance (m)

E
le

v
a

ti
o

n
 (

m
)

At rear of dwelling:



Rockfall Modelling

1 Boulder Bay

Section 3: 1m3 boulder

Modelled by S. Barnard 2/2/15

Total Kinetic Energy (kJ) Bounce Height (m)

Max 95% Max 95%
469 317 2.5 1.1

Slope Surface

Material Distance

Rock 0-15m

Loess Colluvium 14-55m

Talus 55-end

Approx. location of 1 Boulder Bay

Distance (m)

E
le

v
a

ti
o

n
 (

m
)

At rear of dwelling:


